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ABSTRACT
The study aimed to determine the status, describe the importance, and
identify the challenges encountered by catalogers, specifically on the subject
authority files for Filipino cultural literature and studies at the University of Baguio
(UB) Libraries. The study used a quantitative method to determine the status,
importance, and challenges on the subject authority files using a researchermade questionnaire and a qualitative method to analyze the existing subject
headings used in the OPAC to reflect the local subject headings. The catalogers
validated the use of local terms as subject headings through an interview. The
primary respondents were the 13 librarians of the UB Libraries who were
performing cataloging tasks.
The study found that: 1) the status on the
availability of subject heading tools, presence of guidelines, and provisions for
subject authority files for Filipino cultural literature and studies at the UB Libraries
were necessary for the effective and efficient access of local library resources; 2)
subject authority files for Filipino cultural literature and studies were vital in the
Cataloging Section; and 3) the primary challenges encountered by the catalogers
were the availability of subject heading tools including thesaurus and a network
or consortia among libraries primarily to formulate acceptable terms for use in
cultural literature and studies in the workplace. The proposed prototype subject
heading lists should be adopted to effectively and efficiently access UB library
materials.
Keywords: Access to resources, Authority control, Controlled vocabulary,
Information retrieval, Information access, Subject cataloging
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Introduction
The catalogers’ advocacy is to make available all the resources to their
ultimate and prospective users.
library collections.

Thus, they are bound to provide access to all

It has been a challenge for most libraries how to utilize the

information contained in their libraries fully.

So, they devised a system called

the subject authority files to address access to information, making it easier for
the researchers to identify or locate the information they needed.
The thrust of the education sector is to move forward to inculcate
indigenous knowledge in the curriculum. It is just proper that the library should
also consider providing ways and means to acquire materials that reflect Filipino
cultural literature and studies and provide the best access to every user. For the
library to achieve maximum utilization of collections, they should devise
"localized subject headings lists."
literature and studies."

This study, it referred to as "Filipino cultural

Giving the right access term to a material makes the

materials useful to the faculty, researchers, and students.

Due to the fast

advancement of the Internet, World Wide Web, and the proliferation of online
catalogs, the librarian's role has been changed.

These roles include

intermediary, facilitator, end-user trainer or educator, web organizer, researcher,
interface designer, knowledge manager, and sifter of information resources (Rao
& Babu, 2001).
The University of Baguio (UB) Libraries employ the Sears List of Subject
Headings (SLSH) and Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) as tools in
subject cataloging.

In the Cataloging Section scenario, the cataloger uses the
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tools like LCSH and SLSH to fit in the term that can best describe the content of
the material cataloged containing topics on Filipino cultural literature and studies.
The catalogers in the Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR) are focused on the
subject headings list for the seven ethnolinguistics grouped into six provinces.
Bontoc, Kalanguya or Ikalahan, Kankana-ey, Isneg, Ifugao, Ibaloi, Tingguian or
Itneg are among the ethnolinguistic groupings (Goda, 2001). The need to create
subject headings for Filipino cultural literature and studies for the University of
Baguio Libraries is evident based on the statistical usage of materials for the past
three years. It shows that the usage rate of the library collection, particularly for
the Filipiniana Section, was 60% for the schoolyear 2017-2018, while the Thesis
Section was 15% based on actual usage.

For schoolyear 2018 to 2019,

Filipiniana Section collection usage was down to 15%, while the Thesis Section
increased to 25%.

For schoolyear 2019 to 2020, Filipiniana Section retained

15%, and the Thesis section retained its collection usage to 25%.

With this

statistical collection usage record, the creation of subject headings for local
materials may help increase the utilization of library collections.
The need to provide access to Filipino cultural literature and studies
materials is one of the societal responsibilities.

This responsibility of the library

is to preserve the culture and practices of ethnic groups in CAR.

The

researchers needed to address the current scenario of the library since it has
been a struggle for most librarians to find the most accurate, reliable, and uniform
subject headings to assign to a particular material having indigenous knowledge
content.

The dilemma is that the published tools used to describe such
3

materials are Western-based, making the researcher think of doing a study to
address this.
Purpose of the Study. The study focused on the subject authority files
used as subject headings for cultural literature and studies collection of the UB
Libraries. Thus, the study aimed to develop subject authority files relating to
Filipino cultural literature and studies in the thesis and Filipiniana collections.
Specifically, it aimed to: 1) Determine the status of subject authority files in terms
of availability, presence, and provisions; 2) Describe the importance of subject
authority files along with the domains mentioned above; 3) Identify the
challenges experienced by the catalogers in organizing resources on Filipino
cultural literature and studies; and 4) Propose a prototype subject authority files
on Filipino cultural literature and studies for UB Libraries.
Conceptual Framework.

Despite the pre-determined existing subject

cataloging tools, the challenge is what access term will be used for Filipino
cultural literature and studies.

Most of the materials on cultural literature and

studies in a particular locality often require a more detailed vocabulary than a
broadly based tool can offer.

An example of this is the Cordillera culture and

practices wherein unique terms are used, but only a few descriptors are provided
in the existing standard tools. In most cases, the cataloger is forced to formulate
an in-house tool that caters to the requirement of the local collection on cultural
literature and studies and the community it serves.
Catalogers in the CAR in the Philippines need to have a separate
compilation of subject headings to catalog local collections on cultural literature
4

and studies. Documenting the existing practices in determining the subject term
for a particular material is an excellent starting point for the catalogers. It can be
initiated as a collaborative activity amongst the catalogers of the CAR to publish
or make a subject authority list for all Cordillera-produced materials bearing
topics on cultural literature and studies.
For the researcher to start this endeavor, the conceptual framework
illustrated the direction of her study, as shown in the figure provided.

Status of subject authority files for Filipino
cultural literature and studies of the UB Libraries
along with the following domains:
❖ Availability
❖ Presence
❖ Provisions
Importance of subject authority files for Filipino
cultural literature and studies of the UB Libraries
along with the following domains:
❖ Availability
❖ Presence
❖ Provisions
Challenges on the subject authority files as
experienced by the catalogers in the UB Libraries

A proposed
prototype subject
authority files for
Filipino cultural
literature and
studies of the UB
Libraries

Figure 1. The Paradigm of the Study

Figure 1 shows the paradigm of the study.

The status and

importance of subject authority files for Filipino cultural literature and studies of
the UB Libraries were considered, including the challenges experienced by the
catalogers.

Its status and importance were categorized into: 1) availability of a

list of subject headings; 2) presence of subject authority files, cross-references
for cultural literature and studies, and presence of guidelines in creating or
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adopting subject headings for cultural literature and studies; and 3) provisions of
subject authority files in the OPAC, subject heading tools for cultural literature
and studies, and provisions of a thesaurus for cultural literature and studies. The
findings will be used as a basis for crafting prototype subject authority files for
Filipino cultural literature and studies of the UB Libraries.

Research Design
This study utilized the mixed method of research.

The quantitative

research method used a researcher-made checklist to describe the status,
importance, and challenges of the catalogers concerning the processing of
materials bearing topic on Filipino cultural literature and studies. The qualitative
research method was used to gather the experiences and suggestions of
catalogers on the subject authority files for cultural literature and studies in the
Cordillera region. The panel of experts validated the researcher-made checklist
before pilot-testing, while subject field experts validated the proposed list of
subject headings. It used the population sampling technique where the primary
respondents were 13 section head librarians of the University of Baguio who
have particular assignments on cataloging library materials.

Table 1. Demographic Profile of the Respondents
Demographic Profile
Sex

Age

Categories
Male
Female
Total
30 years old and below
31-40 years old
41-50 years old
Total

6

Frequency
5
8
13
1
6
6
13

Percent
38.5
61.5
100
7.7
46.2
46.2
100

Demographic Profile
Educational Attainment

No. of Years as Cataloger

Number of
Librarian

Years

as

No. of Years Working in
the University

Categories
Bachelor’s Degree
Master’s Degree
Total
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
Total
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21 years and above
Total
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21 years and above
Total

Frequency
7
6
13
10
2
1
13
3
4
3
3
13
2
4
3
3
1
13

Percent
53.8
46.2
100
76.9
15.4
7.7
100
23.1
30.8
23.1
23.1
100
15.4
30.8
23.1
23.1
7.7
100

The reliability test findings for section 2 of the questionnaire, which is the
importance of subject authority files, are shown in the table.
Table 2. Reliability Test Results
Domains
Importance of Availability
Importance of Presence
Importance of Provision
Overall

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha
0.817
0.700
0.718
0.828

No. of Items
9
7
7
23

To determine the status of subject authority files on the availability,
presence, and provisions domains, Yes and No responses were used. The status
of subject authority files was determined using a rating system based on
frequency and percent.
To describe the level of importance of subject authority files for cultural
literature and studies, the following scales were used:
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Table 3. Scale and Qualitative Description of Importance of Subject Authority
Files
Scale Rating

Qualitative Description

4

3.50 – 4.00

Very Important

3

2.50 – 3.49

Important

2

1.50 – 2.49

Moderately Important

1

1.00 – 1.49

Not Important

To determine the difficulties encountered on subject authority files as well
as the frequency and percentage of times they were used, from most to least
challenging, the frequency and percent of yes and no responses were used to
rate the difficulty of establishing subject authority files for cultural literature and
studies in the CAR region. The study's key findings were considered in crafting
the prototype subject authority files on Filipino cultural literature and studies.

Results and Discussions
Section 1. Status of Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and
Studies of an Academic Library
1.1. Availability of Subject Authority Files. Assigning subject headings
is one of the most challenging tasks of a cataloger. They mostly use subject
heading tools such as Library of Congress Subject Headings and Sears List of
Subject Headings.

The status of subject authority files pertaining to their

availability refers to the impact of having such subject authority files based on the
experience or observation of the respondents.
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Table 4. Status of Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and Studies
Pertaining to its Availability
Status of Subject Authority File on Cultural Literature and
Studies Pertaining to its Availability

Yes Responses
Frequency
13

Percent
100

2.Helps researchers in searching for a particular subject to
study
3.Enables catalogers to detect and correct errors
4.Improves consistency of records

13

100

13
13

100
100

5.Facilitates organization and structure of information
6.Increases chances that a given search will show relevant
items
7.Enables a researcher to query a few words of an entry to
bring up the already established term or phrase, thus
8.Helps researcher get a handle on a specific subject with
less wasted effort
9.Saves the time of the users

13
13

100
100

13

100

13

100

13

100

1.Improves utilization of library resources

All the respondents agreed, indicating a 100% "yes" response on the
following: 1) availability of subject authority files may improve utilization of library
resources; 2) help researchers in searching for a particular subject to study; 3)
enable catalogers to detect and correct errors; 4) improve consistency of records;
5) facilitate organization and structure of information; 6) increase chances that a
given search will return relevant items; 7) enable a researcher to query a few
words of an entry to bring up the already established term or phrase; 8) help
researchers get a handle on a specific subject with less wasted effort; and 9)
save the time of the users.

It indicates that the availability of subject authority

files can help the catalogers of the UB Libraries in assigning the right subject
headings on cultural literature and studies. However, Villanueva (2016) pointed
that there are limitations of the LCSH in assigning subject headings for
indigenous Cordillera materials acquired by the University of the Philippines
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Baguio Cordillera Studies Collection Library. She further mentioned that several
indigenous Cordillera terms have no equivalent in the LCSH. Some terms have
spelling variations and varying forms of names that affect the use of the
Cordillera materials.

She explained that if the LC policy on a newly acquired

material cannot be accommodated on the existing subject terms, then a new
term will be created to bring out the subject of the material. This policy is called
literary warrant in LC, which explains the lack of subject headings for unique
Cordillera materials and the cultural literature and studies of the UB Libraries.
Most libraries in the Philippines use the SLSH and LCSH as their basis in
coining the subject heading appropriate for library material.

This is also the

scenario in the University of Baguio Library. The tools cater to the general terms
that can be used in any material bearing different topics; hence, it is a tool that
most libraries widely use. The problem with the existing tools is the limitation of
Western terminologies.

The study of Smith-Yoshimura (2019) highlighted that

LCSH has more granularity for Western European towns/townships/places than
for Southeast Asia and Africa.

Thus the making of a local subject headings list

for use in Philippine libraries is a priority.
1.2. Presence of Subject Authority Files.

The subject authority file is

one of the essential records in the Cataloging Section to ensure consistency of
subject headings used by catalogers.

Primary users will be able to locate their

desired or needed information or library materials. The presence of the subject
authority files refers to the outcomes of having guidelines in creating or adopting
subject headings for cultural literature and studies, as seen in Table 5.
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Table 5. Status of Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and Studies
Pertaining to its Presence
Status of Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and
Studies Pertaining to its Presence
1. Establishes precise and unambiguous relationship from
(the record for) a work to (the record for) an author
2. Establishes precise and unambiguous relationship from
(the record for) a version of a work to (the record for) a
version of a work to (the record for) the work as a
whole.
3. Establishes precise and unambiguous relationship from
(the record for) a work to (the record for) a subject.
4. Facilitates easy retrieval of information and library
resources
5. Links between the originator of information and its
ultimate user
6. Facilitates reference to the specific item or locate
wanted information
7. Discloses relationship

Yes Responses
Frequency
13

Percentage
100

13

100

13

100

13

100

13

100

13

100

12

92.3

The majority of the respondents agreed that: 1) the presence of guidelines
in creating or adopting subject authority file may establish a precise and
unambiguous relationship from (the record for) a work to (the record for) an
author; 2) establish a precise and unambiguous relationship from (the record for)
a version of a work to (the record for) the work as a whole; 3) establish a precise
and unambiguous relationship from (the record for) a work to (the record for) a
subject; 4) facilitates easy retrieval of information and library resources; 5) link
between the originator of the information and its ultimate user; 6) facilitate
reference to the specific item or locate wanted information; and 7) disclose
relationships. It means that the catalogers of UB Libraries believe that having an
authority file will facilitate their task in assigning right subject headings. Records
of the Cataloging Section revealed that they do not have an existing list of official
11

subject authority files as a basis for the cataloger in determining the standard
terms for a particular material.

On the other hand, since libraries share their

catalog records online, the cataloger uses this as a benchmark system to check
what word or term is used in other libraries.

The cataloger will then copy the

material's format bearing the same subject used in that particular library.
practice has been going on for several years.

This

However, none of the catalogers

dared to compile acceptable terms to describe Filipino cultural literature and
studies material.

Since there are no existing tools for the cataloger to use as a

basis for cross-referencing subject terms, the cataloger decides what subject to
use based on what is written on the material.

Miller and Goodsell (2004)

provided an area for local history materials wherein a library wishes to keep
collections of a state, local, or community and be included in the catalog.

The

materials may constitute an exception to the practice of geographic subdivision.
It further stated that all local materials are entered under the name of the place
with all topics as subdivisions.
1.3. Provisions of Subject Authority Files.

Acquired library materials

are useless when there is no provision for access. Thus, this is the essence of
providing the right subject headings and cross-references in the OPAC.

The

status on the provisions of subject authority files for cultural literature and studies
refers to its results of having subject authority file as seen in Table 6.
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Table 6. Status of Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and Studies
Pertaining to its Provisions
Status of Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and
Studies Pertaining to its Provisions

Yes Responses
Frequency
12

Percentage
92.3

2. Provides a comprehensive review of the subject field
3. Indexes give nomenclature guidance

12
12

92.3
92.3

4. Identifies potentially irrelevant information in the
documents or collection being indexed
5. Analyzes concepts treated in a document so as to
produce index headings based on the terminology
6. Indicates relationships among topics
7. Directs users seeking information under terms not
chosen as index headings to headings that have been
chosen, by means of see reference.

12

92.3

12

92.3

12
12

92.3
92.3

1. Improves information storage and retrieval system

Overall, the majority of the catalogers agreed with 12 "yes" responses that
subject authority files: 1) can improve information storage and retrieval system;
2) provide a comprehensive review of the subject field; 3) give nomenclature
guidance through indexes; 4) identify potentially irrelevant information in the
documents or collection being indexed; 5)

analyze concepts treated in a

document to produce index headings based on the terminology; 6) indicate
relationships among topics; and 7) direct users seeking information under terms
not chosen as index headings to headings that have been chosen, using see
reference.

It suggests that the catalogers are fully aware of the benefits of

maintaining and updating their subject authority files.
The influx of technology has made the records of the library easier to
access.

The introduction of library automation, particularly systems like Follett

DLM, Koha, and other commercial or in-house developed systems, has made the
organization of information uncomplicated.
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The introduction of MARC tags to

organize bibliographic data of material has created a more specific place for each
data encoded like the title or author of material it has a specific code. It also
includes a field for the subject of a material and is under MARC tag 600. When
inputting data using MARC tag compatible systems, it will create a link if
repeatedly encoded with the same term. It means that the term the cataloger is
encoding was used earlier in other materials.

Thus, if one clicks on the linked

subject, it can generate a list of materials bearing the same subject. The subject
authority files mentioned here refer to the preexisting terms being used in other
materials.

They are accessible online and can also be used as a basis or

reference for other libraries to create their subject headings list on cultural
literature and studies.

Since the trend in most libraries is sharing bibliographic

data, especially if the libraries are using an automated system, it would be easy
to cross-check if the subject one is planning to use is utilized in other libraries.
The catalogers can compare the terms used and decide what to consider for use
in their library.
Based on the researchers' perspective and the different librarians'
responses, no existing tools are being shared and utilized in coining a subject
heading for Filipino cultural literature and studies. The cataloger's process is to
locate an existing term on the SLSH or LCSH that can be used to describe the
material's content. For example, instead of using "cañao" directly as the subject
heading, the cataloger uses the term "Rites and ceremonies" as the subject
heading.

Though provisions are made that the cataloger can specify the

geographic location of the material being described, it appears that the term is
14

general.

The idea of using the local term to describe the content of a certain

material is for easy access to the materials contained in a library. Some terms if
translated into English, have a different meaning.

Thus, it is most proper that

the local term will be considered a subject of the material so that the client will
have a clear understanding of the accurate content of the library material.
The existing Filipiniana List of Subjects Headings (FLSH) is not enough
and does not cater to the local terms, especially the terms that reflect the cultural
practices of the Cordillera Administrative Region.

Most of the local terms used

to describe culture and practices in the Cordillera are not included in the existing
tool.

For example, the word "Cañao" and spelled as "Caniao" in the list is not

that exhaustive in its description.

Hence, there are specific names of "Cañao"

that need to be added.

Section 2. Importance of Subject Authority Files
2.1. Availability of Subject Authority Files.

Table 7 presents the

importance of subject authority files on cultural literature and studies in relation to
the availability of a list of subject headings.

Table 7. Importance of Subject Authority Files in Relation to Availability
Importance of Subject Authority File in
Relation to Availability
1. Improves utilization of library resources
2. Helps researchers in searching for a
particular subject to study
3. Enables catalogers to detect and correct
errors
4. Improves consistency of records
5. Facilitates organization and structure of
information
15

Mean

SD

3.85
3.85

.38
.38

Qualitative
Description
Very Important
Very Important

3.54

.66

Very Important

3.77
3.53

.44
.52

Very Important
Very Important

Importance of Subject Authority File in
Relation to Availability
6. Increases chances that a given search
will show relevant items
7. Enables a researcher to query a few
words of an entry to bring up the already
established term or phrase
8. Helps researcher get a handle on a
specific subject with less wasted effort
9. Saves the time of the users
Overall Mean

Mean

SD

3.62

.51

Qualitative
Description
Very Important

2.69

1.44

Important

3.77

.44

Very Important

3.77
3.60

.44
.31

Very Important
Very Important

Legend: 3.50-4.00 – Very Important; 2.50-3.49 – Important; 1.50-2.49 – Moderately Important;
1.00-1.49 – Not Important

As shown in the table, the catalogers agreed that subject authority files
are “very important.” It indicates that the availability of subject authority files is a
must, specifically on performing subject cataloging.

The top six fundamental

reasons on subject authority files in terms of availability were to: 1) improve
utilization of library resources; 2) help researchers in searching for a particular
subject to stud; 3) improve consistency of records; 4) help researchers get a
handle on a specific subject with less wasted effort; 5) save the time of the users;
and 6) enable a researcher to query a few words of an entry to bring up the
already established term or phrase.

Kuhlthau's (2020) concept complemented

the study's findings by presenting a model for intentional information searching
that, when understood by users, intermediaries, and system designers, provides
a foundation for constructive interaction.
2.2. Presence of Subject Authority File.

Table 8 presents the

importance of subject authority files on cultural literature and studies in relation to
presence.
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Table 8. Importance of Subject Authority Files in Relation to Presence
Importance of Subject Authority Files in
Relation to Presence
1. Establishes precise and unambiguous
relationship from (the record for) a work to
(the record for) an author
2. Establishes precise and unambiguous
relationship from (the record for) a version of
a work to (the record for) a version of a work
to (the record for) the work as a whole.
3. Establishes precise and unambiguous
relationship from (the record for) a work to
(the record for) a subject.
4. Facilitates easy retrieval of information and
library resources
5. Links between the originator of information
and its ultimate user
6. Facilitates reference to the specific item or
locate wanted information
7. Discloses relationship
Overall Mean

Mean

SD

3.47

.52

Qualitative
Description
Important

3.62

.51

Very Important

3.77

.44

Very Important

3.77

.44

Very Important

3.69

.48

Very Important

3.69

.48

Very Important

3.38
3.66

.51
.34

Important
Very Important

Legend: 3.50-4.00 – Very Important; 2.50-3.49 – Important; 1.50-2.49 – Moderately Important;
1.00-1.49 – Not Important

Overall, Table 8 revealed that subject authority files related to presence
are essential in cultural literature and studies.

The "very important" reasons on

subject authority files in terms of the presence of guidelines in creating or
adopting were to: 1) establish a precise and unambiguous relationship from (the
record for) a version of a work to (the record for) the work as a whole; 2)
Establishes precise and unambiguous relationship from (the record for) a work to
(the record for) a subject; facilitate easy retrieval of information and library
resources; 3) importance of subject heading based on the following criteria; 4)
facilitate reference to the specific item or locate wanted information, and 5) link
between the originator of the information and its ultimate user.
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According to the findings of Ferguson and Hebels (2003), when it comes
to authority control, records must be interrelated.

It includes the automatic

production of an entry when a new heading is made or imported. When the last
catalog record to which it is linked is destroyed, references are automatically
erased. It is simple to go around the cataloging methods and authority files and
list new and dropped authority file terms for catalogers to review. Aftab and Kim
(2019) provided the opportunity to study the social, political, and technological
interactions that have helped guide its development and define its trajectory.
Information theory studies the transmission, processing, extraction, and
utilization of information. It was a result of crucial contributions made by the many
distinct individuals.
2.3. Provisions of Subject Authority Files.

Table 9 presents the

importance of subject authority files on cultural literature and studies based on
the provisions of the subject headings list.
Table 9. Importance of Subject Authority Files in Relation to Provisions
Importance of Subject Authority Files on the
Provisions
1. Improves information storage and retrieval system
2. Provides a comprehensive review of the subject
field
3. Indexes give nomenclature guidance
4. Identifies potentially irrelevant information in the
documents or collection being indexed
5. Analyzes concepts treated in a document so as to
produce index headings based on the terminology
6. Indicates relationships among topics
7. Directs users seeking information under terms not
chosen as index headings to headings that have
been chosen, by means of see reference.
Overall Mean

Mean

SD

3.69
3.62

.48
.51

Qualitative
Description
Very Important
Very Important

3.62
3.62

.51
.51

Very Important
Very Important

3.54

.66

Very Important

3.85
3.69

.38
.48

Very Important
Very Important

3.66

.39

Very Important

Legend: 3.50-4.00 – Very Important; 2.50-3.49 – Important; 1.50-2.49 – Moderately Important;
1.00-1.49 – Not Important
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As seen from the table, the catalogers agreed that subject authority files in
relation to the provisions are “very important”. It indicates that the provisions of
the subject authority list play a significant role in the information retrieval in the
library. The results showed that the provision of the subject authority files is very
important, confirming that subject authority files must indicate relationships
among topics.

The importance of the subject authority file indicates the

improvement of the information storage and retrieval system, which directs users
seeking information under terms not chosen as index headings to headings that
have been chosen using see references.

Gilman (2006) stressed the need for

librarians working with indigenous materials to continue working diligently to
create controlled vocabularies for use in online systems and classification
schemes.

Therefore, it is conclusive that there is a need to classify indigenous

materials not only for the survival of indigenous tradition and culture within
individual groups but also to make indigenous materials accessible to all who
desire to find them.

To come to a final decision, the librarian, indigenous

organizations, and indigenous communities must work closely to possibly provide
access to shed light on formerly invisible materials and light the way for the
sustainability of indigenous cultural heritage and global intellectual diversity.
The list of subject headings for Filipino cultural literature and studies may answer
this issue in cataloging.
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Section 3. Challenges of Subject Authority Files
Organizing Cordillera materials, categorized as Filipino cultural literature
and studies, presents challenges, especially if the cataloger does not know the
region's culture and traditions.

The organizing process includes collecting and

forming the material's bibliographic information and classification that includes
assigning subject headings.

Table 10. Challenges on Subject Authority Files on Cultural Literature and
Studies
Challenges of Subject Authority Files on Cultural
Literature and Studies
1. Bases for local subject authority files
2. Cataloger’s knowledge or background on cultural
literature and studies
3. Consistency of entries in existing subject authority
files
4. Availability of thesaurus on cultural literature and
studies
5. Presence of policies on developing subject authority
files
6. Availability of guidelines/manual in creating subject
authority file
7. Availability of persons for consultation on cultural
literature and studies acceptable terms or subjects
8. Availability of network or consortia among libraries in
developing acceptable terms for use in cultural
literature and studies
9. Availability of subject heading tools on cultural
literature and studies
10. Availability of cataloging policy manual that
provides instruction on creating subject authority file
in accordance with the local terms

Challenge
Frequency
Percent
9
69.2
12
92.3

Rank
5
2

9

69.2

5

13

100

1

12

92.3

2

10

76.9

4

12

92.3

2

13

100

1

13

100

1

11

84.6

3

Table 10 reveals that the most challenging on the part of the catalogers
were: 1) Availability of subject heading tools on cultural literature and studies: 2)
Availability of thesaurus on cultural literature and studies; and 3) Availability of
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network or consortia among libraries in developing acceptable terms for use in
cultural literature and studies.

These responses would agree with the need for

this study to propose a prototype list of subject headings for Filipino cultural
literature and studies.

The second most challenging as revealed by the

respondents were: 1) Cataloger's knowledge or background on cultural literature
and studies; 2) Presence of policies on developing subject authority files; and 3)
Availability of persons for consultation on cultural literature and studies
acceptable terms or subjects.

It seems that catalogers need to upgrade their

knowledge and capabilities, regularly review the cataloging policy manual, and
widen their network, particularly in the social cataloging network.

The findings

agreed with study of Villanueva (2016) that one of the challenges in assigning the
subject heading of material on cultural literature and studies is the difficulty in
assigning subject terms that need to be translated and finding appropriate words
to fully describe the essence and meaning of what the material wants to convey.
Traditional customs and practices are unique terms that no English or American
counterparts are available on the LCSH. Thus, materials are not accurately and
exhaustively described.

She further described that the present cataloging rule

they observe in UP Libraries is to designate a general or broader term for
nonexistent terms in the LCSH.

One difficulty is the variations and lack of

preferred spelling for local terms to illustrate a few of the many terms that seem
confusing on the part of the cataloger. She presented the word "Ibaloi" wherein
another spelling is "Ibaloy" and another variant term is "Nabaloi" but all terms
refer to the same meaning, which is a dialect being spoken in some parts of the
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region. However, because the word can also refer to a tribe, the cataloger adds
a qualifier after the term, resulting in "Ibaloi (Philippine people)". Furthermore,
Smith-Yashimura (2019) pointed out that adding alternate subject headings only
locally has the following drawbacks: 1) individual institutions are reluctant to
modify their descriptive practices in library catalogs for materials also held by
other libraries hampers consortial re-use; 2) using other terms to portray lessoffensive vocabularies can split collections, thus hampering the discovery of all
relevant materials; and 3) terms entered under MARC tag 69X as the local
subject heading will not be included in the WorldCat master record thereby, local
efforts are not acknowledged internationally.
Gilman (2006) stressed that for indigenous materials to be made
accessible to indigenous users, the materials must be described and organized
in a manner consistent with the individual indigenous epistemology. He pointed
that one of the challenges closely related to the consideration of individual
epistemology is the need for indigenous schemes to incorporate indigenous
language correctly. The difficulty and the possibility of separating language from
epistemology since language inherently carry its user's worldview and ethics.
When indigenous concepts are translated into English or any other language,
there is always the risk of losing the meaning of words. Similarly, the existence of
tribal dialects and linguistic differences within the same broad indigenous group
complicates the issue. He specifically quoted "that the integrity of an indigenous
scheme is wholly dependent on the involvement of indigenous peoples in its
creation."

He stressed that catalogers should conduct interviews of their own
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when assigning subjects to indigenous material, which gives indigenous peoples
the authority to catalog indigenous materials.

Section 4. A Proposed Prototype List of Subject Headings for Filipino
Cultural Literature and Studies
Considering the results of the study, the proposal for the List of Subject
Headings for Filipino Cultural Studies and Literature is forwarded:
Local phrases used to describe cultural practices in the CAR Region that
can be used as a standalone term to describe particular cultural activity are
included in the prototype list of subject headings.

The list also includes the

geographical names of the region's areas. Significant occurrences that are wellknown among the general public are also covered.

Part I. Rationale
Establishing a list of subject headings for learning materials dealing with
cultural literature and studies in the Philippines, specifically in the Luzon area, is
of utmost importance to all libraries to provide access to materials such as the
theses and dissertations, and Filipiniana collections in particular.
The initiative to establish a subject authority control on Filipino cultural
literature and studies is a must in academic libraries to improve access to
Filipiniana materials.

It must be a collaborative effort among librarians and

libraries as a network, which eventually will help clients locate gray literature and
other literature learning resources.
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Project Title:

Prototype List of Subject Headings for Filipino Cultural
Literature and Studies

Domicile:

University of Baguio Library Systems

Mission:

The UB Library is committed to support the academic
community by providing excellent library services and
extensive collections of references

Objectives:

To fulfill its mission, the library commits itself to:
1. provide a user-friendly and first-rate library service;
2. embrace change or innovation by utilizing electronicbased information resources;
3. provide professional service that is rightful and just;
4. support the instructional and research programs of the
institution by providing adequate library resources for
the intellectual development of both students and faculty
members;
5. assist the students and researchers in the proper
identification and use of reference materials; and
6. extend services to the community by providing alumni,
retirees, outside researchers, and partners learning
assistance.

Outcome:

Fast and easy retrieval of cultural literature and studies

The proposed prototype list of subject headings is based on Sears List of
Subject Headings and Library of Congress Subject Headings, following the
grammar and rules provided by the existing tools. Due to the limited local terms
in the existing tools, the researchers also used the benchmarking approach.
They compiled and compared the terms commonly used in the OPAC of Saint
Louis University Library, University of the Philippines Library, Benguet State
University Library, and the University of the Cordilleras Library.

Since most

libraries openly share their bibliographic record, the researcher was also
privileged to access their Web-OPAC.
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The practice of copyloging of

bibliographic records in libraries also made the life of the cataloger much easier,
wherein the librarian will do the editing of the record based on their existing
institutional practices, which include the subject headings of the materials.
Filipino cultural and studies terms are limited on the OPAC of each library. The
researchers further accessed some of the existing Filipiniana collection of the
University of Baguio with book index. They copied some of the terms used by the
author in the proposed subject heading list.

A Prototype List of Subject Headings for Filipino Cultural Literature and
Studies
A
Ab-abi-ik
Used to refer to the soul of the dead person
Abat di Natey
Used for ritual to bring into the community a dead person
Abestong
Used to refer to a thin slice of bamboo placed in front of the mouth and
when plucked by the fingers produce music
Abra
Achog
Used to refer to funeral ceremony
Adasen
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of Lagayan, Lagangilang, San Juan and Tineg.
Adi kaila
Aguinaldo (Ifugao)
Akbat
Use to refer to ceremonial back basket
Alawangan
Used for materials that refer to the Isnag belief that God and other spirits
who are factors in their abundant environmental resources.
Alfonso Lista (Ifugao)
Amam-a
Used to refer to ritual elders
SA Mambonung
Ambasing Rice Terraces (Sagada)
Ammutan
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Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly on people in the
area of Manabo. It is also called Muyadan Tribe.
Angay
Used to describe Kalinga culture wherein local tribes will dismantle a house
or rice granary and transfer it to new site. A pig is usually butchered for
this event.
Anito
Used to refer to ancestral spirit
SA Tumongao
Kabunyan
RT Adi Kaila
Anga
SA Palis
Apayao
Applai
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Mountain Province particularly on
the people living in Bauko, Besao, Sabangan, and Sagada.
Asipulo (Ifugao)
Atengfuyang
Used to refer to the name of spirit to let a woman become pregnant
Ato
Used to refer to men’s meeting place
Atok (Benguet)
Ayangan
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Ifugao.
Ayeng
A kind of group song in which a leader improvises words and other men
follow him, a chant. The theme depends on the occasions.
SA Day-eng
Liwa
Ayyang
Used to refer to ritual songs for marriage ceremony
Ay-yeng
Use Ayeng
B
Ba-a
A dark blue cloth used by a male dead person that is wrapped around the
head as bedbed
Baddang
Used to refer to ritual harvest after marriage
Badiw
Use Baya-o
Bagbagto
Used to refer to boy’s ritual mock fighting during the initiation ceremony
Baguio City
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Baguio Flower Festival
USE Flower Festival – Philippines – Baguio City
SA Panagbenga
Bakid (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to the first senga in a series of three rites for marriage, death,
and house construction
Bakun (Benguet)
Balangao Tribe
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Mountain Province particularly to
the people of Natonin.
Balangao (Dialect)
Used for materials to describe the language used in Natonin.
Balbalan (Kalinga)
Balatok
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of the villages of Amti, Kilong-olaw, and Danak. It also includes all in
Boliney
Balitok
Used to refer to one of the deities who contact mankind through spirits
called anito and their ancestral spirits
Bal-iw
Use Baya-o
Baliwon
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Mountain Province particularly to
the people of Paracelis.
Banaue (Ifugao)
Banaue Rice Terraces (Ifugao)
Banao
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga.
Banaw
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of Daguioman, Malibcong. It is also found in Balbalan, Kalinga
Bangaan Rice Terraces (Banaue)
Bangaan Rice Terraces (Sagada)
Bangan
Used to refer to an immortal and is the daughter of Bugan and Lumawig.
She is the goddess of romance.
Bangen Rice Terraces (Bauko)
Bangungon
Used for materials in the Kalinga culture. When someone dies in the family,
all relatives, friends, and neighbors help in two or three day wake of the
dead.
Bangued (Abra)
Barlig (Mountain Province)
Barlig Rice Terraces (Barlig)
Batad Rice Terraces (Banaue)
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Bauko (Mountain Province)
Baya
Used to refer to pig sacrifice ritual
Bayah
Used for rice wine in Ifugao
Baya-o
Used to refer to a kind of song or hymn of grief or lamentation.
SA Bal-iw
Badiw
Bayyo Rice Terraces (Bontoc)
Bedbed
Used to refer to something that is used to wrap around things
Begnas Festival
Belwang
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
area of the village of Dao-angan in Boliney
Benguet
Besao (Mountain Province)
Besao Rice Terraces (Besao)
Bingit
Used to refer to a share of meat during a senga that was performed
Binungan
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of Baay-Licuan and Lacub.
Bodong
SA Pudon
Vochong
Pechen/Peden
Kalon (Tingian)
Bokboki
Bokod (Benguet)
Boliney (Abra)
Bongsos
Used to refer to intestines from a pig sacrifice that are salted and preserved,
to be cooked with a chicken on the third day from the senga
Bontoc (Mountain Province)
Bontoc (Dialect)
Used to refer to the spoken language of the Bontoc tribe and is spoken in
Bontoc, Mountain Province.
Bontoc Poblacion Rice Terraces (Bontoc)
Bontoc Tribe
Used to refer to the people from Bontoc
Bontoks (Philippine people)
Botad
Used for ritual in Kalinga by local tribes either men or women
Bucas Rice Terraces (Besao)
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Bucay (Abra)
Bucloc (Abra)
Bugan
Used to refer to an immortal being and is the wife of Lumawig
Buguias (Benguet)
Bulungan Rice Terraces (Sagada)
Buwaya
Used to refer to a collection of pig’s canines that are made into a necklace.
This is used during the palis, tomo, and anga prayers which are recited
during the daw-es rites
C
Calanasan (Apayao)
Cañao (may subdiv. Geog.)
SA Kanyaw
NT Pedet
Daw-es
Sabosab
Chono
Used to refer to the communal marriage ceremony of the village
Coli
USE Gosi
Conner (Apayao)
Cordillera Administrative Region
D
Dad-at (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to a sort of a ballad telling stories of gods and goddesses, love
stories, legends and great men who performed great deeds. It is chanted
by only one person who knows the dad-at, to either entertain or while the
time away, or to inform.
Daguioman (Abra)
Da-ing
Used to refer to a group of seven or more men who form a semi-circle with
hands on the shoulders of each one. A lead man starts the chant and then
followed by the rest with a chorus as they move in a circular motion. The
lead woman follows with a chant and also joined by the rest of the women
while they move around in a circular motion. The women form their line
behind the men. This is a dance and a sort of debate in verse.
Dal-len
Used to refer to a sort of a love song sang during festivals to express one’s
feelings and emotions
Dalican Rice Terraces (Bontoc)
Danglas (Abra)
Danglis
Used to refer to the meat offered for the dead
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Dangyasan
Used to refer to illness rite song
Dap-ay
Used for men’s dormitory and civic center in the Mountain Province, a
council house, a tribunal, a stone pavement by the rice field.
Dawak
Used for a weeding celebration in Tadian, Mountain Province
Daw-es
Used for ritual performed to cleanse a bad luck encountered
Day-eng
Used to refer to a love song usually sang by boys and girls in the (began)
girls’ sleeping place to express their emotions and sentiments or it may be
sang to express one’s cares and emotions.
SA Ayeng
Diw-as
Used to refer to five fine bamboos of different lengths, the longest
measuring about a foot long and blown through the mouth
Dokdok-kati
Used to refer to a chant of nonsense rhymes for the entertainment of
children
Dolores (Abra)
E
Ebgan
Used for girls’ dormitory and civic center in Mountain Province
Etag (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to the salted pork used in rituals. It is also part of the native
delicacies in the region
F
Festivals
Used for specific term for the festival
USE Ulalim Festival (Kalinga)
Lang-ay Festival (Mountain Province)
Imbaya Festival (Banaue, Ifugao)
Mataguan Festival (Tabuk, Kalinga)
Panagbenga Festival (Baguio City)
Fidelisan Rice Terraces (Sagada)
Flora (Apayao)
Focong Rice Terraces (Sadanga)
G
Gangsa
Used to refer to a brass, copper, or iron which produces music when hit by a
small piece of wood. Usually referred to as native gongs.
Gateng
Used to refer to a native cloth as wrap-around skirt
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SA Ingay
Geyag
Used to refer to a rounded bamboo wooden plate
Gosi
Used to refer to Chinese jar for keeping Tapey or rice wine. They are of
different kinds and they command different prices
SA Coli
Gubang
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
area of Malibcong.
H
Hingyon (Ifugao)
Hungduan (Ifugao)
Hungduan Rice Terraces (Hungduan)
I
Ibaloi language
Used to describe spoken language on parts of Benguet
Ibaloi Tribe
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Benguet.
Ichananaw
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Kalinga particularly in Lacnog and
Tabuk.
Id-idew
Used for ritual in deducing what the future will be
Igorot
Used to refer to the general term for the natives of the Cordillera region
during the Spanish regime
USE Igorot (Philippine people)
Igorot Language
(Library of Congress Subject Headings, 2009)
NT Ayangan Ifugao dialect
Batad Ifugao dialect
Bontoc Language
Central Bontoc dialect
Central Cordilleran languages
Eastern Bontoc dialect
Eastern Ifugao dialect
Ibaloi language
Ifugao language
Isneg language
Kalinga languages
Kalanguya languages
Kankanaey languages
Karao language
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Kiangan Ifugao dialect
Lower Tanudan Kalinga language
Mayoyao Ifugao dialect
Northern Kankanaey dialect
Southern Kalinga language
Tuwali dialect
Upper Tanudan Kalinga language
Igorot (Philippine people)
(Library of Congress Subject Headings, 2009)
NT Bontoks (Philippine people)
Ibaloi (Philippine people)
Isneg (Philippine people)
Kankanaey (Philippine people)
Ifannawer
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Ifugao particularly in Banaue.
Ifasao
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga particularly Isla, Appas,
and Tabuk.
Ifugao
Ifugao langauge
Used to describe language spoken in Ifugao.
Ifutfut
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga particularly to the people in
the areas of Fugnay, Ngifat, Lacnog, and Tabuk.
Imbaya Festival (Banaue, Ifugao)
Immalod (Isnag)
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Apayao particularly to people in the
areas of Kabugao, Conner, Pudtol, and some parts of Luna particularly
Macatel.
Inewes
Used to refer to a woven cloth placed on a rich dead person as a blanket
In-gama
Used to refer to a piece of cloth placed inside a coffin. It stands for
something to wrap good things in, e.g. money earned. It also stands for
handkerchief to clean oneself when one perspires or to wipe off dirt.
Ingay
USE Gateng
Inilokan
Used to refer to a woven cloth with designs used by a rich female dead
person that is wrapped around the head as bedbed
Inlaud
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of Lagangilang and Penarrubia, in Lumaba village of Villaviciosa, in
the villages of Abang and Patoc in Bucay, in Langiden, San Isidro, San
Quintin, Danglas (also found in some parts of Nueva Era)
Iowa
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Used to refer to a shallow, wide open baskets used by women to carry
things on their heads
Ipinukpuk
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga
Isnag language
Used for language spoken in Apayao
Isnag Tribe
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Apayao. They can also be found in
the eastern section of Ilocos Norte and Northwestern portion of Cagayan.
Isumacher
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga particularly Sumacher,
Filong, Man-ufer, Mallango, Fangad, Madopdop, Lacnog, Ipil, Bayabat,
Tannubong, Bulo, Tabuk
Itneg language
Used for language spoken in Abra.
Iterkaw
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga particularly to the people in
the areas of Nambaran and Tabuk.
Itogon (Benguet)
Itongrayan
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga particularly to people in the
areas of Luprupa, Ifunug, Amfato, Damsite, Tabuk
K
Kabayan (Benguet)
Kabayan Mummies (Benguet)
Kabigat (of where the water rises)
Used to refer to one of the deities who contact mankind through spirits
called anito and their ancestral spirits. Journeyed into the underworld to
retrieve the trees which became the forests of the middle world.
Kabugao (Apayao)
Kabunian
Used for supreme deity in the CAR culture and the origin of rice. Kabunian
is a general term for deities.
Kabunyan
Use Kabunian
Kachagyan
Used to refer to rich peoples
SA Kadangyan
Kadangyan
Kalanguya
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Benguet and some parts of Ifugao.
Kalanguya language
Used for language spoken in some parts of Benguet and some parts of
Ifugao.
Kalahan
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Use Kalanguya
Kaleleng
Used to refer to a nose flute
SA Tongali
Kalinga
Kalinga language
Used for language spoken in Kalinga
Kalon (Tingian)
SA Bodong
Kambo-o
Used to refer to a sacrifice of a hen performed when the pallbearers return
from the gravesite
Kananaw
Used to refer to a midnight prayer during any senga
Kankanaey language (may subd. Geog.)
Used for language spoken in Benguet and in some parts of Western
Mountain Province
Kankanaey Tribe
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Benguet.
Kanyaw
Kapangan (Benguet)
Kapayawan Rice Terraces (Bauko)
Karao Tribe
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Benguet.
Katkat
Used for the bayanihan system of the Kalinga tribe to clean and repair the
communal irrigation. All local men in the tribe will widen the dikes and
irrigation to let the normal water flow in the rice fields.
Kayabang
Used to refer to a woven basket made up or bamboo or rattan used to carry
things from the field using the tokyod
SA Labba
Kiangan (Ifugao)
Kibungan (Benguet)
Kiltepan Rice Terraces (Sagada)
Kinaw-ang
Used to refer to the last pig and chicken sacrifice in a series of three rites for
marriage, death, and house construction.
Kini-ing (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to meat preservation through smoke or direct sunlight.
Kolisteng
Used to refer to a bamboo node so made that when one plucks the thin
sides, it produces the five sounds of the native dance takik. These
instruments are used during fiestas and in varied occasions.
Kuba
Use Wanes
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Kuppit
Used to refer to a lunch basket for men which is suspended by a string or
leather strap and hung on the sides
SA Oppigan
Kusib di Kimat
Used for ritual to appease lightning
L
La Paz (Abra)
La Trinidad (Benguet)
Labil
Used to refer to a bamboo violin with only two strings
Labba
Use Kayabang
Lablabi
Used to refer to a whole night of chanting, singing and/or story telling during
the night of any senga.
Lacub (Abra)
Lagangilang (Abra)
Lagawe (Ifugao)
Lagayan (Abra)
Lamma
Used to refer to an upper garment used by a poor dead female.
SA Penet
Lamut (Ifugao)
Langiden (Abra)
Lang-ay Festival (Mountain Province)
Lanlan
Used to refer to a woven white cloth used by a poor dead female wrapped
around the head as bedbed
Lapsag
Used to refer to a second pig and chicken sacrificed in death, marriage, and
house construction
Legleg
Used for another form of cleansing in Tadian, Mountain Province
Legleg of Daw-es
Used for cleansing of the Daw-es
Licuan-Baay (Abra)
Liga-o
Used to refer to a winnower in English. It is wide, circular, and shallow with
a diameter of 20 to 28 inches and a depth of about ½ inches. The frame
about one inch wide is made of bamboo or wood and is bound with rattan
cut lengthwise in strips about 1.5 cm. by 1 cm. This is made of bamboo or
anes in ½ inch strips.
Liwa
Use Ayeng
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Los-odan
Used to refer to an upper garment used by a rich dead male
Luba (Abra)
Lubuagan (Kalinga)
Lumawig
Used for materials to describe the supreme deity, creator of the universe
and preserver of life in the Cordilleras. He is a Bontok cultural hero.
Luna (Apayao)
M
Mabaka
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of Lacub and Malibcong.
Maeng
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to people in the
areas of Luba, Tubo and Villaviciosa. It is also found in San Emilio, Ilocos
Sur, Banayoyo and other towns in Ilocos Sur.
Malaweg
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Apayao particularly to the people in
the area of Conner.
Malibcong (Abra)
Maligcong Rice Terraces (Bontoc)
Mambunong
SA Mumbaki
RT Mansip-ok
Man-i-la
Mandawak
Manabo (Abra)
Mandawak
Mankayan (Benguet)
Mansip-ok
Used to refer to a shaman, the one who analyzes illness by falling into a
trance, communicating with the spirits causing the illness and prescribing
the necessary sacrifices to appease them.
Man-i-la
Matungulan
Used for the god of grains in Ifugao
Masadit
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Abra particularly to the people in
the areas of Sallapadan, Bucloc, and in the village of Sapdaan in Manabo,
and in barangays Poblacion, Bawiyan, and Dumagas in Boliney
Masaken
Used to refer to one of the immortals and is the ruler of underworld who
interrupted the Timungan brothers
Mataguan Festival (Tabuk, Kalinga)
Mayoyao (Ifugao)
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Mayoyao Rice Terraces (Mayoyao)
Mengal
Used for materials on Isnag rituals which refer to their tribal leader.
Men-ikoko
Used to refer to a dirge in which the living divide the “productiveness” with
the dead soul and the division is always in favor of the living to magically
influence the soul to be content with a smaller share
Men-oo
Used to refer to the person responsible for collecting a chupa or rice from
each household whenever death or suffering in the town occurs. This is a
tradition that characterizes mutual and cooperative sharing of the people
in the community.
Moma
Used for a mixture of several herbs, powdered snail shell, and betel nut
which is used as a chewing gum
Mountain Province
N
Nagacadan Rice Terraces (Kiangan)
Natonin (Mountain Province)
Natonin Rice Terraces (Natonin)
Ngilin
Used to refer to a village holiday in reference to the death of a community
member, death mourning holiday, or after the performance of cañao
O
Obaya Festival (Tadian)
Obban
Used to refer to the goddess of reproduction and is the daughter of Bugan
and Lumawig
Oggayam
Used to refer to a song performed by one person during certain occasions
and the theme depends on the events
Ontad
Used to welcome newborn baby by butchering hen and a rooster in the
Kalinga ritual.
Oppigan
Owik
A sharp wooden object that is used to kill the pig during cañao
P
Pacde Festival
Pagta
Used to describe a code or law that govern all Kalinga subtribes
Pala-ok
Palis
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Used to refer to prayers composed of the teknag prayer and are recited over
the head of a dog during the daw-es rite
SA Tomo
Solo
Anga
Pomanar
Used to refer to a village ritual on first seeds of rice
Panagbenga
Used for materials on the annual flower festival held in the city of Baguio
every February
SA Baguio Flower Festival
Papa
Used to refer to a ritual performed on the third day of the pig-and-chicken
sacrifice
Paracelis (Mountain Province)
Pasiking
Used to refer to a woven back pack
SA Sangi
Pasil (Kalinga)
Pattong (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to boy’s initiation ritual, ritual dancing
SA Pala-ok
RT Gangsa
Solibao
Balangbang
Peden
Penarrubia (Abra)
Penchen (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to a peace pact agreement
SA Peden
Penet
USE Lamma
Pidigan (Abra)
Pilar (Abra)
Pildad
Used for materials on Isnag rituals. This is performed for healing effect. It is
also a prayer to request for good health, abundance, and prosperity as
they live in a new house that a family is to occupy. A chicken or dog is
usually butchered for this ritual.
Pin-nanyowan
Used to refer to handkerchief or courtship dance. Five different beatings of
the gongs are done by the players in place and a male dancer with a
handkerchief dances and is paired by one or more ladies. When a lady
accepts the handkerchief, the music stops.
Pinikpikan
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A native delicacy in the CAR region wherein chickens are butchered through
the use of stick to slowly kill the chicken.
Pinokliti
Used to refer to an upper garment used by a rich dead female.
Pinukpuk (Kalinga)
Poneg
A native delicacy in the CAR region where blood of the butchered pig is
placed inside the pig’s intestine.
Pudon
Use Bodong
Pudtol (Apayao)
R
Rice Terraces (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used for general materials that refer to the different rice terraces in the CAR
region.
NT Sadanga Rice Terraces
Mayoyao Rice Terraces (Mayoyao)
Nagacadan Rice Terraces (Kiangan)
Natonin Rice Terraces (Natonin)
Rizal (Kalinga)
S
Sabangan (Mountain Province)
Sablan (Benguet)
Sabosab
Used to refer to a ritual performed on the second day of the pig and chicken
sacrifice
Sadanga (Mountain Province)
Sadanga Rice Terraces (Sadanga)
Sadong
RT Tadek or Tadok
Salidsid
Saeban
Used to refer to a designated place in the village for resting a dead person
coming from an accident/murder incident that happened in another place
for the performance of the sakeb and liplipet rituals.
Sagada (Mountain Province)
Salidsid
Sallapadan (Abra)
San Isidro (Abra)
San Juan (Abra)
San Quintin (Abra)
Sangachil (may subdiv. Geog.)
Sangadil (may subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to a death chair usually done for the dead persons coming
from rich families
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SA Sangachil
Sangi
Santa Marcela (Apayao)
Sapon di Abat
Used for ritual for people met by spirits
Sapon di Abiik
Used for ritual in the coming back of the spirit
Sapon di Dakilan
Used for ritual in newly made cooking area
Sapon di Kalkaldiyaw
Used for ritual on blindness in Tadian, Mountain Province
Sapon di Legleg di Danum
Used for ritual in cleansing the water resource in Tadian, Mountain Province
Sapon di Poo
Used for ritual on burned houses.
Sapon di Sedey
Used for ritual to bring into the community a dead person
SA Abat di Natey
Sapon di Tudag ya Demeg
Used for ritual in building a house and after finishing the house roof
Say-am
Used for materials on Isnag ritual referred to as cleansing ritual if hosted by
those who went for a period of mourning. It can also be a thanksgiving
ritual if hosted by a wealthy Isnag. Big animals like cow and pig are
butchered during this ritual.
Segep di Baey
Used for ritual in entering a newly built house
Senga
Used to refer to a pig or chicken sacrifice
SA Cañao
Sinigwid
Used to refer to a hand woven wrapped around skirt used by a dead female
Songa
Used for rituals for a newly married couple in Kalinga culture. The
mandawak, an old woman will be invited to wed the couple.
Solibao
Used to refer to a long hallow log about five to six feet long with a wider
opening on one side covered with a cowhide and when slapped with
fingers produces music.
SA Tambol
Solo
So-ob
Used for a tribal practice done by Butbut tribe for a baby boy in celebration
of his manhood and a sign of warrior in the village. A pig or carabao will be
butchered for this ritual.
Sumang di Kimat
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Used for ritual in thwarting lightning
Suyo Rice Terraces (Sagada)
T
Tabuk City (Kalinga)
Tadek
Tadian (Mountain Province)
Tadok
Use Tadek
Sadong
Tallibeng
Used to refer to a group of five to ten dancers or more beat one harmonious
beating and as the players move in a circular motion, women dance
around the men and follow whatever steps the men do
Takba
Used to refer to a kind of sacred back basket handed down from father to
son
Takik
Used to refer to a wedding dance. There are six players, each producing a
certain beating but harmonious with solibao starting the music. A male
dancer starts and is paired by one or more ladies and the dancers move in
a circular motion.
Tambo
Used to refer to donation of money or any kind during the wake
Tambol
Use Solibao
Tangkil
Used to refer to an old native pig’s canine tooth used as an armlet. This is
used during the teknag prayer which includes the palis, tomo, and anga
prayers which are recited during the daw-es rite.
Tanudan
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Kalinga.
Tanulong Rice Terraces (Sagada)
Tapey
SA Tapuy
RT Bayah
Tapis (May subdiv. Geog.)
Used to refer to bakget and gateng in Mountain Province. It comes in
different designs based on the tribe of the ones using it.
Tapuy
Use Tapey
Timugan
Used for one of the two immortal brothers who took their sankah and
kayabang and dug a hole into the lower world, Aduongan, interrupted by
diety Masaken; one of the two brothers who agreed to marry one of
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Masaken’s daughters, but they both went back to earth when they found
that the people of Aduongan were cannibals.
Tinglayan (Kalinga)
Tinoc (Ifugao)
Tomo
Tongali
Use Kaleleng
Tongrayan
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga.
To-or
Used for ritual before the harvest starts. It is observed by the community to
be grateful to the harvest god. Ritual of the Kalinga tribe.
Topil
Used for deep rounded basket with a cover used as lunch basket
Tuali
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Ifugao.
Tuba (Benguet)
Tublay (Benguet)
Tubo (Abra)
Tubog
Used for materials of the ethnic group of Kalinga
U
Ulalim Festival
Used to describe a three-day agroindustrial and cultural fair that celebrates
the founding of the province. It is held in the capital city of Tabuk.
V
Villiaviciosa (Abra)
Vochong
Use Bodong
W
Wachang
Used for Kalinga tribe wherein a help is offered voluntarily to the family
whose harvesting or planting the rice lagged behind.
Wanes
A G-string used by the male
SA Kuba
Waswasit
Used for ritual to get rid off in Tadian, Mountain Province
Watwat
Used to refer to distributed meat during ritual performance
Whang-od
A Kalinga master tattooist and a recipient of the Dangal ng Haraya award.
Wigan
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Used for one of the deities who contact mankind through spirits called anito
and their ancestral spirits
Y
Ymandaya
Used for materials on the ethnic group of Apayao particularly to people in
the area of Calanasan.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Historically, there has been a strong tradition of critiquing the subject
headings' tools because of its bias in local terms in subject authority files. The
desire to change or integrate local subject headings into these tools has been a
great challenge, especially in terms of terminologies to represent current
literature and studies.

The availability of subject heading tools, presence of

guidelines, and provisions for subject authority files for cultural literature and
studies at the UB Libraries are necessary for effective and efficient access. In
addition, the subject authority files are “very important” in the Cataloging Section
to provide the primary user's information retrieval of cultural literature and studies
collections.

However, there are numerous challenges encountered by the

catalogers, such as the availability of subject heading tools, thesaurus, and
network or consortia among libraries in developing acceptable terms for use in
cultural literature and studies.
The availability of subject authority files on cultural literature and studies
may: improve utilization of local materials, help researchers in locating a
particular subject to study, enable catalogers to detect and correct errors,
improve consistency of records, facilitate organization and structure of
information, increase chances that a given search will return relevant items,
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enable a researcher to query a few words of an entry to bring up the already
established term or phrase, help researchers get a handle on a specific subject
with less wasted effort, and save the time of the users thereby leads to the
creation of one.
Subject authority files are very important records of the Cataloging
Section; thus, there is a need for the UB Libraries to establish its authority files.
As information professionals whose primary concern is granting the broadest
possible access to our students, faculty, and the researchers of the CAR region,
catalogers acknowledge significant trends in changing usage on topics important
to our users, which is an issue of professional importance.

The presence of

guidelines in creating or adopting subject authority files on Filipino cultural
literature and studies may: establish a precise and unambiguous relationship
from (the record for) a work to (the record for) an author, establish a precise and
unambiguous relationship from (the record for) a version of a work to (the record
for) the work as a whole, establish a precise and unambiguous relationship from
(the record for) a work to (the record for) a subject, facilitate easy retrieval of
information and library resources, the link between the originator of the
information and its ultimate user, and facilitate reference to the specific item or
locate wanted information, and disclose relationships.
The catalogers should address the challenges to further improve the
information retrieval of UB library materials. There must be a concerted effort
and initiative amongst professional librarians, especially the catalogers in the
CAR region. They must come up with common standard on acceptable and
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unified terms to describe a material on local cultural literature and studies to
achieve uniformity of data entry for users' familiarization of the terms being used.
In addition, the provisions on subject authority files for Filipino cultural literature
and studies: can improve information storage and retrieval system, provide a
comprehensive review of the subject field, give nomenclature guidance through
indexes, identify potentially irrelevant information in the documents or collection
being indexed, analyze concepts treated in a document to produce index
headings based on the terminology, indicate relationships among topics, and
direct users seeking information under terms not chosen as index headings to
headings that have been chosen, using see reference.
Different catalogers coming from different cultural backgrounds will select
different subject headings for the same work. The important consideration is the
user access.

This issue should be the foremost in the mind of the cataloger

when subject headings are created for work on Filipino cultural literature and
studies. A key recommendation to achieve the integrity of the subject headings
lists is mainly dependent on the participation of the Cordillera community at each
stage of development.

Existing Cordillera principles and frameworks will also

inform the proposed subject headings lists' objectives, process, structure, and
design.

Although the researchers' recommendations may not have led to a

detailed model or structure of a Cordillera subject headings list, their ideas and
concerns should be considered in creating the proposal. However, since only a
small number of participants were surveyed, further research is required to
ensure the Cordillera subject headings lists proposal addresses the local
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community's needs.

Research on Cordillera epistemologies, access to

Cordillera knowledge, and the information practices of the Cordillera community
is significant to developing the proposed subject headings list for Filipino cultural
literature and studies.

It is recommended that the UB Cataloging Section find

innovative ways to enhance its subject authority files for Filipino cultural literature
and studies.
developed.

Also, a unified policy in the case of other terms should be
The catalogers should spearhead the creation of such proposed

subject headings lists for the Cordillera region using local terms as an entry in the
subject description of materials published in the CAR region and must showcase
its collection on cultural literature and studies.
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